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ABLOY® EXEC CAM LOCKS
ABLOY® EXEC cam locks have a wide range of
applications and are especially suitable for metal equipment,
wooden cabinet doors and furniture. ABLOY® EXEC
cam locks provide protection for parking meters, cash
dispensers, vending machines, music and gaming
machines, slot machines, cash and safe deposit lockers,
coin-operated laundry machines, pay phones etc.

ABLOY® EXEC
HIGH SECURITY INDUSTRIAL LOCKS

ABLOY® EXEC FURNITURE LOCKS
ABLOY® EXEC furniture locks provide original or
retrofit security for office furniture, lockers, cabinets,
storage chests, wardrobes, sliding doors, display cases
and in many other applications.

ABLOY® EXEC PADLOCKS
An extensive range of high security padlocks to
meet extreme, demanding conditions. All ABLOY®
EXEC padlocks conform to the draft CEN standard.
The ABLOY® EXEC padlock range includes both
general purpose padlocks and maximum security
padlocks with case-hardened steel bodies and shackles.

ABLOY® EXEC
CUSTOM-MADE PRODUCTS
Where customers have specific requirements,
Abloy willingly offers its know-how and expertise
in the production of custom-made products
and customized locking solutions to equipment
manufacturers and professional end users.
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ABLOY® is a registered trademark of Abloy Oy.

www.abloy.com

Abloy Oy
Wahlforssinkatu 20
P.O. Box 108
FIN-80101 JOENSUU
FINLAND
Tel. +358 13 2501
Fax +358 13 250 2209
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The advanced ABLOY® EXEC high security cylinder provides
extensive master-keying features and vast number of key
combinations. It offers smooth and reliable operation
and optimum resistance against physical attack.
The ABLOY® system offers maximum key
security with restricted, patented key profiles
and key security levels.

Abloy Oy is an ASSA ABLOY Group company.
The ASSA ABLOY Group is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier of locks and associated products, dedicated to satisfying end user needs for security, safety and convenience.
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MAXIMUM KEY SECURITY

OPERATING
PRINCIPLE

CUSTOMER LEVEL

The unique construction of the ABLOY® EXEC detainer disc cylinder is
virtually pickproof and provides a vast number of combinations. One
of the principal features of ABLOY® EXEC is the extensive master-keying
possibilities which combine high security mechanical access control and
convenient key use. Locks from different Industrial Locking product groups
can be master keyed into the same key system. Optimum resistance against
physical attack is assured by using case-hardened steel components.
ABLOY® EXEC discs are controlled by the advanced Disc Steering System
which contributes to its easy, smooth operation without the resistance
usually associated with conventional pin tumbler cylinders.The absence of
pins and springs ensures that ABLOY® EXEC provides both durable and
reliable operation as the disc principle is resistant to the type of failure often
caused by dirt and corrosion.

The ABLOY® EXEC
key profile system offers
exclusive keyways for the
most demanding applications.

FACTORY LEVEL
The supply of ABLOY® EXEC
keys is controlled either by the
Abloy Oy factory or the ABLOY® Sales
Office, ensuring maximum key security.

1.The key meets no resistance when
it is inserted into the keyway.There
are no spring loaded parts to wear
out.

AUTHORIZED LEVEL
ABLOY® EXEC keys are supplied by an
Abloy Security Centre with the appropriate
key cutting authorization.

To guarantee maximum customer security, the ABLOY® EXEC system offers
a variety of patented key security levels.
The compactness of the ABLOY® EXEC cylinder makes it ideal for most
applications.The comprehensive range of ABLOY® EXEC products includes
cam locks, furniture locks, padlocks and custom-made cylinders.

EXTENSIVE MASTER-KEYING POSSIBILITIES
2.The correct key, when fully inserted and turned, allows rotation
of the detainer discs to the correct
position.

SMOOTH AND RELIABLE OPERATION
PICK RESISTANCE

3.The locking bar is now able to
enter the slot.The key can then be
turned further to operate the lock.

DISC STEERING SYSTEM
UNIQUE DESIGN
SUPERIOR PHYSICAL
STRENGTH

GRAND MASTER-KEYING
MAXIMUM KEY SECURITY

MASTER-KEYING
SYMMETRICAL KEY
4.To withdraw the key, it is turned
in the reverse direction until it stops.
This automatically scrambles the
detainer disc combination.The key
meets no resistance when being
withdrawn from the cylinder.
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